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General Cookbooks and Comfort Food - 7
A must-buy cookbook!
I LOVE cookbooks! My family teases me that I collect them, but they don’t complain too much, especially when I cook great food. And this cookbook is a must-have for any cookbook-lover’s collection. My favorite dishes so far are [recipe name], [recipe name], [recipe name], and [recipe name]. My family loves [recipe name]! Oh and I can’t forget to add [recipe name] to that delicious list! The next one I’m going to make is [recipe name].
If you love flavor and food, you’ll love [Book Title]!
***
Favorite in my recipe cabinet
I literally have a cabinet full of cookbooks, and this one sits proudly among my favorites. It’s a fun book, my favorite being the [number] recipes for [food type], and my favorite recipe in the entire book is [recipe name] because [unique recipe trait].
I liked it so much, I bought it for my [family member(s)] for [ocassion]. I highly recommend you add [Book Title] to your collection.
***
Five stars
I loved this cookbook. The artwork, pictures, recipes and how they turned out… Everything!! It’s not only a great cookbook for [food type], but it also features [benefit]. The recipes are fun, tasty and bring my family together for mealtime, something that’s a rare occurrence nowadays.
If you don’t cook yourself, get [Book Title] as a gift for the cook in your life. They’ll love it!
***
Easy to follow
[Book Title] is chock full of yummy recipes that are easy to follow, even if you’re a beginning cook. [Recipe title] is especially easy to make with the entire family. Cooking for [number] can be overwhelming, so I’m thankful to have this book in the kitchen by my side.
This is a seriously good cookbook and a staple in my home, right next to the coffee.
***
Great taste made simple!
The food in this book is out-of-this-world amazing. My friends have been beating down my door for me to cook for them instead of eating out. And the best part is, recipes like this [recipe title] are so easy! The instructions are clear and easy to follow and everything tastes so good.
I’ve been talking this book up to my friends, hoping they’ll grab [Book Title] and cook some of the recipes for me, too!
***
Tasty treats await!
I read (yes, read) this book cover-to-cover as soon as I got it. The recipes offer a unique blend of [recipe trait] made better with [his/her] special touch. I created several recipes from this book, and [recipe name] especially turned out great!
This book makes a terrific gift for anyone who loves [food type]. The pictures of finished treats are lovely and it’s super useful for making good, fresh food.
***
I want to make everything
I immediately made [recipe name] for dinner the day I got this book. It was so delicious, even my kids were fans! Then I made the [recipe name] along with [recipe name] and all I can say is we’re all hooked. I’m so happy with this cookbook, as all the other recipes inside look delicious!
If you obsess over food like I do, you won’t be disappointed with [Book Title]!

Special Diet/Weight Loss/Healthy Eating - 7
This book changed my life!
I know you’re not supposed to weigh yourself on the program the recipes in this book are for, but I couldn’t help myself because it keeps me motivated. It’s only been [length of time], and already I’m noticing differences. For example, I’m [benefit], my [problem] is gone, and in addition [problem] seems to have disappeared. Even more motivating is that I’ve lost [number] pounds and have so much energy!
I plan to make one of my favorite recipes from [Book Title] tonight in celebration of my results.
***
Not a diet book
The best thing about this book is it’s not a diet, it’s a lifestyle. I started eating [“diet” name] when I finally realized I was sick and tired of dealing with [problem] and [problem] and I’ve been excited to see my results. This book is exactly what I’ve been looking for to make [“diet” name] easy.
The recipes in [Book Title] have made my lifestyle switch so much easier and they’re delicious to boot!
***
Awesome vegetarian food
The recipes in [Book Title] are so delicious, I don’t miss meat. While it does take time to cook, the time I spend making recipes like [recipe title] from this book is very well spent. I haven’t tried [recipe title] yet, which is why it’s next on my list. I feel like this book is best for [type of meal item (i.e. sides, main dish, etc.)], but the recipes for [type of meal item (i.e. sides, main dish, etc.)] are good, too.
If you’re ready for real food with real nutrition instead of fillers that aren’t worth crap to your body, grab this one today. 
***
No more fad diets
If you want to get healthier, feel younger or just lose weight, [Book Title] is the treasure map you need. [Author name] gets it and gets food. The recipes and ingredients are down-to-earth simple and easy to find at your local grocery store. It’s amazing how eating wholesome food like [vegetable or other food type] featured in [recipe name] can make such a difference in your life.
This book will change lives for the better!
***
Superfoods!
I have [illness/disease] and am always looking up information on food and how it affects my body. I found the info I needed in this book, especially specifics about [food type] and its affect on [condition]. Processed foods are so much a part of our culture, it’s hard to imagine eating anything without running into them. This book guides you in the right direction for health and healing, even if you’re just starting your journey.
If you’re up for the challenge of switching to a superfood-rich lifestyle, [Book Title] is the perfect starting point for you!
***
So. Freaking. DELICIOUS!
These recipes are quick, easy and delicious. In fact, this book is so full of delicious, filling [food type] recipes that anyone will love, you’ll be shocked you’re eating something healthy! After trying several of the dishes, I discovered I experienced [benefit] and [benefit], something I didn’t expect! Kickstart your habit of healthy eating with these simple and tasty additions to your menu.
Give [Book Title] a try and track your results. You won’t miss traditional food at all, I guarantee it.
***
Get this book
I love this book. It’s beautiful, organized and full of good information and fantastic recipes that make adding [food type (i.e. smoothies)] into your daily routine fun and easy. If you’re committed to eating healthier and excited to lose a few pounds in the process, grab [Book Title] now and prepare to feel fantastic!
This book is no gimmick, it’s a great resource full of tasteful recipes to enhance your health.


